intuVision User Story:

Car Dealership Monitoring with intuVision & Viewpoint

“intuVision VA detects intruders instantly and sends alarms to be reviewed by our monitoring center operators increasing our efficiency and enabling timely actions”

Bill Reilly, Viewpoint Monitoring

Most of their expensive inventory parked outdoors car dealerships are vulnerable to intruders and security threats such as theft and vandalism.

Viewpoint Monitoring protects several dealerships and companies of all sizes across North America with virtual patrols and responding to analytics-driven alarms providing customized, cutting-edge security solutions since 2005.

www.viewpointmonitoring.com

Equipment-at-a-Glance

Hardware: IP cameras, exacqVision DVR, intuVision Video Analytics server.


Viewpoint Monitoring with intuVision VA Threat Detection

Monitoring a car dealership lot with multiple video cameras is a demanding task with no room for error. Viewpoint chose intuVision Video analytics to detect intruders in real-time and alert the monitoring center ensuring timely responses for asset protection and improved security.

Benefits

- Automated detection of potential threats with video analytics
- Timely reporting of after hours intruders to monitoring station
- Improved safety for the dealership and increased response time efficiency